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Unusual bonding and electronic near degeneracies make the lowest-lying singlet states of the C2

molecule particularly challenging for electronic structure theory. Here we compare two alternative
approaches to modeling bond-breaking reactions and excited states: sophisticated multireference
configuration interaction and multireference perturbation theory methods, and a more “black box,”
single-reference approach, the completely renormalized coupled-cluster method. These approximate
methods are assessed in light of their ability to reproduce the full configuration interaction potential
energy curves for theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2, which are numerically exact solutions

of the electronic Schrödinger equation within the space spanned by a 6-31G* basis set. Both the
multireference methods and the completely renormalized coupled-cluster approach provide dramatic
improvements over the standard single-reference methods. The multireference methods are nearly as
reliable for this challenging test case as for simpler reactions which break only single bonds. The
completely renormalized coupled-cluster approach has difficulty for large internuclear separationsR
in this case, but over the wide range ofR=1.0–2.0 Å, it compares favorably with the more
complicated multireference methods. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1867379g

I. INTRODUCTION

The C2 molecule is central to interstellar chemistry and
combustion reactions. It features many low-lying electronic
excited states, the first one being a3Pu state only 716 cm−1

above theX 1Sg
+ ground state. These electronic near degen-

eracies are challenging for experiment and theory. Experi-
mentally, there was some early confusion about the correct
ground state of C2, with Herzberg1 listing it as the3Pu state
rather than1Sg

+ sthis was corrected later in Huber and
Herzberg2d. Theoretically, electronic near degeneracies in C2

are quite significant even near the equilibrium geometry,
causing difficulties for the most commonly used “single-
reference” methods which rely upon the dominance of a
single Hartree–Fock determinant. Stretched geometries in-
crease the degree of electronic degeneracy and become even
more problematic. For these reasons, C2 makes an excellent
test case to assess the robustness of theoretical methods in
applications involving quasidegenerate ground and excited
states, and potential energy surfaces involving bond break-
ing.

In a recent paper,3 we presented full configuration inter-
actionsfull CI d potential energy curves for theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg,
andB8 1Sg

+ states of C2. By definition, a full CI wave func-

tion includes all possible Slater determinantssor configura-
tion state functionsd which can be formed for the given num-
ber of electrons and orbitalssand which have the appropriate
symmetryd. Thus, the full CI method provides an exact treat-
ment of electron correlation within the space spanned by the
given one-electron basis set, and full CI results are critical as
benchmarks against which approximate methods may be as-
sessed. The availability of full CI results is particularly use-
ful for calculations involving ground- and excited-state po-
tential energy surfaces along bond-breaking coordinates,
where electron correlation effects become large and rapidly
changing with the nuclear geometry, causing severe difficul-
ties for the majority of electronic structure methods.

It is well known that the restricted Hartree–FocksRHFd
method fails qualitatively for bond-breaking reactions. Unre-
stricted Hartree–FocksUHFd reference functions provide
considerably better energies, but they are usually quantita-
tively poor and the wave functions are no longer eigenfunc-

tions of Ŝ2. In some cases, such as the well-known example
of the F2 molecule, UHF fails in a quantitative and qualita-
tive sense, providing a potential curve with no minimum on
it scf., e.g., Ref. 4d. The deficiencies of the RHF, UHF, and
other independent-particle-model approximations employing
single-determinantal wave functions are often so severe that
they cannot be eliminated by the addition of electron corre-
lation via the usual single-reference methods. This, in par-
ticular, applies to the otherwise successful methods based on
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coupled-clustersCCd theory.5 The RHF-based CC approxi-
mations, including the basic CCSDsCC singles and doublesd
approach,6–10 and the popular noniterative triples approaches
of the CCSDfTg sRefs. 11 and 12d or CCSDsTd sRef. 13d
type, in which the effects of triply and other higher-than-
doubly excited clusters are estimated using the arguments
originating from many-body perturbation theory, completely
fail in the bond breaking regionscf., e.g., Refs. 3, 4, and
14–30 for examplesd. In the case of multiple bond dissocia-
tions sincluding C2d, even the full CCSDTsCC singles,
doubles, and triplesd method31,32 and the noniterative treat-
ments of quadruply excited clusters via, for example, the
CCSDsTQfd approach33 are not powerful enough to over-
come the failures of the CCSD and CCSDsTd
schemes.20,22,24,25,27,28Similar failures are observed in the
calculations of excited states employing the response CC
sRefs. 34–39d and equation-of-motion CCsEOMCCd sRefs.
40–43d theories. The standard response CC and EOMCC
methods, including the basic EOMCCSD approximation40–42

and its EOMCCSDT-n,44,45 CC3,46–49 EOMCCSDsTd,44

EOMCCSDsT̃d,45 EOMCCSDsT8d,45 and CCSDRs3d sRefs.
48 and 49d extensions, in which the effects of triple excita-
tions are estimated using the arguments originating from per-
turbation theory, fail to describe excited states having large
contributions due to doubly excited configurations and
excited-state potential energy surfaces along bond breaking
coordinates.24,25,28,42,44–59The high-level EOMCC approxi-
mations, such as EOMCCSDTsthe EOMCC singles,
doubles, and triples method54,55d scf. also Ref. 60d and EOM-
CCSDTQ sthe EOMCC singles, doubles, triples, and qua-
druples method61d eliminate these failures, although the
EOMCCSDT approach can only partly reduce large errors in
the vertical excitation energies obtained in the EOMCCSD,
EOMCCSDT-n, and CC3 calculations for theB 1Dg state of
C2, leaving the 0.41 eV difference with the full CI result
unaccounted for25,28,54 sone has to use the full EOMCCS-
DTQ method to reduce this error to 0.02 eVd.61 Based on the
early positive experiences with the UHF-based CC methods
scf., e.g., Refs. 4 and 62d, it is often assumed that the use of
the UHF rather than RHF reference functions should auto-
matically eliminate the failures observed in the standard
RHF-based CC calculations, but there is a growing evidence
that one has to be very careful about employing UHF refer-
ences in correlated calculations, since the results are often
much worse than expectedscf., e.g., Refs. 63 and 64d. For
example, in a recent full CI study30 of “easy” bond-breaking
reactions which remove a hydrogen atom from BH, CH4, and
HF, we found surprisingly large nonparallelity errorssNPEs;
NPE is defined as the difference between the maximum and
minimum errors along a potential energy curved even for
highly correlated methods employing UHF determinants as
references. For the UHF-based CCSDsTd approachfUHF
CCSDsTdg, NPEs were around 4 kcal mol−1, which is more
than one might expect in such simple cases. For the more
challenging case of C2, the performance of UHF-based
single-reference methods was much worse.3 UHF CCSDsTd
gave a NPE of more than 20 kcal mol−1 for the ground state.
This is better than the NPE of over 60 kcal mol−1 observed in
the RHF-based CCSDsTd calculations, but clearly the large

NPE of more than 20 kcal mol−1 contradicts the common
wisdom that the UHF-based approaches are panacea for the
failures of single-reference methods employing the RHF ref-
erence. Based on the earlier experiences with EOMCC
methods,24,25,28,54–59it is not surprising that the RHF-based
EOMCCSD approach cannot give reasonable results for the
potential energy curves corresponding to theB 1Dg and
B8 1Sg

+ excited states of C2, although, as shown in Ref. 3 and
as further elaborated on in this paper, the failure of the EOM-
CCSD method for the potential curves of theB 1Dg and
B8 1Sg

+ states of C2 is more dramatic than in other cases.
Surprisingly enough, the expensive high-level single-
reference CI calculations, such as CISDTQsCI singles,
doubles, triples, and quadruplesd, which often provide a vir-
tually exact and well-balanced description of ground and ex-
cited states, fail too, providing NPEs on the order of
23–24 kcal mol−1 for the B 1Dg andB8 1Sg

+ states of C2.
3

The low-lying states of C2 are so challenging and the
failures of various high-level electronic structure methods
are so dramatic that it is desirable to use the full CI results
obtained in Ref. 3 to assess the reliability of methods which
are designed to handle bond breaking, excited states, and
electronic near degeneracies or to improve single-reference
results in all of these situations. Specifically, in this paper, we
consider multireference configuration interactionsMRCId,
multireference perturbation theorysMRPTd, and the com-
pletely renormalizedsCRd CC18–29,58and EOMCCsRefs. 25,
28, and 58d methods. MRCI is perhaps the most widely ap-
plicable and commonly used method for modeling bond-
breaking reactions and ground- and excited-state potential
energy surfaces in small molecules; if properly used, it can
give very reliable results across an entire potential energy
surface. Its principal shortcomings are lack of size extensiv-
ity sthe fraction of the correlation energy recovered decreases
for larger moleculesd, its great computational cost, and the
requirement that the user must specify several parameters
such as active orbitals, reference determinants, or thresholds
for neglecting unimportant electron configurations. At
present, a universally applicable and accepted methodology
for choosing these parameters is absent.65,66 The MRPT
methods, such as the popular complete-active-space second-
order perturbation theorysCASPT2d model67–70 and its
variants71–79 scf. Ref. 80 for a reviewd, offer an alternative,
less expensive, approach. However, like MRCI, CASPT2
and other multireference perturbation theory models are dif-
ficult to use for nonexperts. They can also be prohibitively
expensive if the numbers of active electrons and orbitals be-
come large. In addition, some MRPT methods may suffer
from intruder states and a strong dependence of the results on
the choice of active spacescf., e.g., Ref. 80d. Nevertheless,
both MRCI and CASPT2 approaches are specifically de-
signed to describe bond breaking and quasidegenerate
ground and excited states. Thus, it is useful to test the per-
formance of these most popular multireference methods in a
demanding situation created by ground and excited states of
the C2 molecule.

In contrast to multireference approaches, the CR-CC and
CR-EOMCC methods, such as CR-CCSDsTd,
CR-CCSDsTQd,18–21,23–29,58 and CR-EOMCCSDsTd,25,28,58
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are built upon a single-reference CC/EOMCC framework,
and as such are “black-box” methods that are no more diffi-
cult to use than the standard noniterative CC approaches of
the CCSDsTd or CCSDsTQfd type. These methods are based
on the more general formalism of the method of moments of
CC equationssthe MMCC formalismd,18,19,25,28,56,57which
provides detailed information about the many-body structure
of the differences between the CC or EOMCC and full CI
energies of the electronic states of interest. This information
enables one to suggest several types of thea posteriorinon-
iterative corrections due to triples or triples and quadruples
to standard CCSD or EOMCCSD energies, defining the CR-
CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTQd, and CR-EOMCCSDsTd approxi-
mations, which have the same computer costs as the standard
triples and quadruples corrections defining the CCSDsTd and
CCSDsTQfd approaches and which improve the results of
single-reference CC/EOMCC calculations for quasidegener-
ate ground and excited states characterized by large nondy-
namical correlation effects. Previous experience indicates
that CR-CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTQd, and CR-EOMCCSDsTd
approaches can be quite successful in describing bond
breaking,18–21,23–25,27,28,58exchange chemical reactions,25–29

diradicals,81–83 excited states dominated by doubles,25,28,58

and at least some excited-state potential energy surfaces
along bond-breaking coordinates.28,58 However, these meth-
ods have never been thoroughly tested in the most challeng-
ing environment of configurational quasidegeneracies com-
bined with curve crossings and avoided crossings created by
the X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, and B8 1Sg
+ states of C2. In this case, the

CCSD and EOMCCSD wave functions, on which the CR-
CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTQd, and CR-EOMCCSDsTd ap-
proaches are based, are not only quantitatively, but also
qualitatively incorrect and this may severely impact the CR-
CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTQd, and CR-EOMCCSDsTd results.
Although one should not expect the relatively inexpensive
single-reference, RHF-based CR-CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTQd,
and CR-EOMCCSDsTd methods to perform as well as the
best CASSCF-basedsCASSCF—complete-active-space self-
consistent-fieldd multireference approaches, it is interesting
to learn how much information about ground- and excited-
state potential curves of the difficult C2 system can be ex-
tracted from these inexpensive black-box calculations. There
exist several alternatives to the CR-CC and CR-EOMCC ap-
proaches, which are formulated in a single-reference frame-
work and which can be applied to certain classes of bond-
breaking reactions and quasidegeneracies,14,16,17,21,84–101and
excited-state potential energy surfaces along bond-breaking
coordinates,53–55but examination of all of these methods lies
beyond the scope of the present work.

Prior to our recent 6-31G* full CI benchmark study,3

potential curves for C2 had been examined using a smaller
basis24,25 or at a limited number of geometries.102 The au-
thors of Refs. 24 and 25 compared the full CI potential
curves obtained with the doublez sDZd basis set with the
corresponding CR-CCSDsTd and CR-CCSDsTQd curves, but
at that time the 6-31G* full CI results were not available, so
it was not possible to test the CR-CCSDsTd and CR-
CCSDsTQd methods in more realistic calculations employing
a basis set of the DZ plus polarizationsDZPd quality. More-

over, the CR-CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTQd, and full CI calcula-
tions reported in Refs. 24 and 25 were limited to theX 1Sg

+

state only. Full CI vertical excitation energies have been re-
ported in Ref. 49 and full CI spectroscopic constants have
been obtained in Refs. 103 and 104. In particular, the authors
of Ref. 49 have used their full CI data to assess the perfor-
mance of the standard EOMCC/response CC methods, such
as EOMCCSD and CC3, in calculations of vertical excitation
energies of C2. These studies have been extended by the
authors of Refs. 25 and 54, who demonstrated, for example,
that the failure of the standard EOMCCSD and CC3 ap-
proaches to describe vertical excitation energy corresponding
to theX 1Sg

+→B 1Dg transition can be considerably reduced
by employing the full EOMCCSDT theory and its active-
space EOMCCSDt variantssee Ref. 61 for the most recent
full EOMCCSDTQ calculationsd. The full CI results reported
in Ref. 49 have also been used to test the performance of the
CR-EOMCCSDsTd sRefs. 28 and 58d and other excited-state
MMCC sRefs. 25, 28, and 57d approximations. These studies
have shown that the CR-EOMCCSDsTd and other MMCC
methods are capable of reducing large,.1 eV, errors in ver-
tical excitation energies obtained with the EOMCCSD
method to ,0.1 eV, but neither the CR-EOMCCSDsTd
method nor any other MMCC approximation has been used
to examine the entire potential energy curves of the excited
states of C2. Again, this was not possible until now because
of the lack of the corresponding full CI data, which were
published only recently.3 This paper reports the CR-CC and
CR-EOMCC studies of the ground- and excited-state poten-
tial curves of C2 for the first time.

Finally, we should mention that high-quality computa-
tions of the 12 lowest singlet and triplet electronic states of
C2 have been obtained by Halvick and co-workers105 using
contracted MRCI wave functions and a large cc-pV5Z basis
set. These results should be very reliable, but it is not pos-
sible to obtain full CI energies with the cc-pV5Z basis for
comparison. Here, direct comparison to full CI results in the
6-31G* basis allows us to carefully examine the accuracy of
MRCI, CASPT2, and CR-CC/CR-EOMCC methods for the
entire potential energy curves of theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, and
B8 1Sg

+ states, all of which have a strong multireference char-
acter.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

As in our recent full CI benchmark study,3 we have used
the 6-31G* basis set. Perhaps surprisingly, this basis gives
better spectroscopic constants on averagesas compared to
experimentd than other basis sets of DZP quality for full CI
wave functions.104All six Cartesiand-type polarization func-
tions were used and the lowest twoscore-typed orbitals were
kept frozen in all correlated calculations.

We begin the discussion of methods used in this study
with details of multireference calculations. To account for
near-degeneracies of electron configurations, we have used
CASSCFsRef. 106d reference wave functions, which include
all configurations which can be generated by distributing the
active electrons among the active orbitals. For this case, we
have chosen all valence electrons and orbitals as active; this
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yields a CASSCF wave function comprising 660Ms=0 de-
terminants ofAg symmetry in theD2h computational sub-
group. The CASSCF wave function should provide a reason-
able zero-order description for any of the three valence states
considered here. We also considered the possibility of a
smaller active space, but the full CI results indicate that al-
most all of the valence orbitals have variable occupations
among the most important electron configurations. Limited
computations were also performed in which the 2sg orbital,
which is usually doubly occupied, was left out of the active
space.

Although there is no difficulty obtaining the CASSCF
wave function for the lowest1Sg

+ state, it is technically chal-
lenging to obtain a CASSCF solution for the higher1Sg

+

state. One could optimize orbitals for the second root of this
symmetry in the CASSCF wave function, but eventually this
root can be improved to the point that it drops below the
lower 1Sg

+ state, leading to “root flipping” and convergence
difficulties. This problem may be circumvented by using
“state averaged”sSAd orbitals107,108obtained by varying or-
bitals to minimize the weighted sum of the CASSCF ener-
gies for the two1Sg

+ states. We have used SA orbitals to
obtain CASSCF energies for the two1Sg

+ statesseach state is
equally weightedd.

The1Dg state has the same symmetry as the1Sg
+ states in

the D2h computational subgroup used in the computations.
Nevertheless, it is possible to determine the underlying sym-
metry of the wave function by examination of the CI coeffi-
cients. In this case, the real component of the1Dg state must
have theu¯1px

23sg
2l and u¯1py

23sg
2l determinants appear-

ing with equal coefficients but different signs, and the1Sg
+

states have these coefficients appearing with the same sign
shere we use labelss and p for readability, but strictly
speaking the computations are run under theD2h point
groupd. We have added a “state following” subroutine to our
DETCI program109 which allows the user to specify a series of
determinants and coefficients, and the program will optimize
the CASSCF for whichever root has the maximum overlap
with the user-specified root. This allowed us to obtain
CASSCF wave functions for the1Dg state without difficulty.

To provide a good description of dynamical electron cor-
relation on top of these qualitatively correct CASSCF refer-
ence functions, we obtained multireference configuration in-
teraction sMRCId wave functions using the CASSCF
orbitals. We have used the second-order CI procedure, which
generates all single and double substitutions out of all deter-
minants which are present in the CASSCF wave function;
this is a kind of “complete limit” for multireference configu-
ration interaction with singles and doublessMRCISDd. The
MRCI wave functions comprised 270 388 determinants.
CASSCF and MRCI results were obtained using theDETCI

andDETCAS modules of PSI 3.2.110

To explore somewhat less computationally demanding
models, we also consider the MRPT approach through
second-order based on CASSCF references. The most com-
monly used approach of this type is the CASPT2 method of
Roos and co-workers.67–70 Here we employ Celani and

Werner’s111 variation on this approachswhich exploits a dif-
ferent internal contraction scheme to avoid the use of third
and fourth order density matricesd as implemented in the
MOLPRO program.112 We found it technically easier to per-
form these computations using CASSCF orbitals averaged
over all three statessthe two 1Sg

+ states and the1Dg stated.
Although, in principle, theB 1Dg state would be described
more accurately without the admixture of1Sg

+ orbitals in the
SA-CASSCF procedure, we found in tests of the multirefer-
ence CI energies that this led only to modests,10%d in-
creases in the error for theB 1Dg state with essentially no
change in the error for the1Sg

+ states.
As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the goals of

this study is to test the single-reference CR-CC and CR-
EOMCC methods against the full CI and multireference data.
The CR-CC and CR-EOMCC methods are based on the idea
of improving the results of standard CC and EOMCC
sCCSD, EOMCCSD, etc.d calculations through the suitably
defined corrections to CC and EOMCC energies derived
from the MMCC formalism,18,19,25,28,56,57which provides us
with the explicit expressions for the differences between the
CC or EOMCC and full CI energies of the electronic states
of interest. As it turns out, these energy differences and the
noniterative corrections to CC and EOMCC energies that
result from them can be expressed in terms of the generalized
moments of the CC or EOMCC equations characterizing a
given CC/EOMCC approximation, i.e., the CC or EOMCC
equations projected on the excited determinants that are not
included in standard CC/EOMCC calculations. In the spe-
cific case of the CR-CCSDsTd, CR-EOMCCSDsTd, and CR-
CCSDsTQd methods considered in this work, we use the pro-
jections of the CCSD or EOMCCSD equations on the triply
excitedfthe CR-CCSDsTd and CR-EOMCCSDsTd methodsg
or triply and quadruply excitedfthe CR-CCSDsTQd ap-
proachg determinants to construct the relevant corrections to
CCSD/EOMCCSD energies. Symbolically, the CR-CCSDsTd
and CR-CCSDsTQd energy formulas for the ground-state
sK=0d problem can be written as

E0 = E0
CCSD+ N0/D0, s1d

and the corresponding CR-EOMCCSDsTd energies of ex-
cited sK.0d states have the general form

EK = EK
EOMCCSD+ NK/DK. s2d

Here, E0
CCSD and EK

EOMCCSD are the CCSD and EOMCCSD
energies, respectively, and the numerator and denominator
terms,NK andDK, respectively, that are used to calculate the
corrections due to triple excitationsfthe CR-CCSDsTd/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd caseg or triple and quadruple excitationsfthe
CR-CCSDsTQd caseg have been defined
elsewhere.18–20,24,25,27,28,58The projections of the CCSD and
EOMCCSD equations on triply or triply and quadruply ex-
cited determinants defining the corresponding moments of
these equations enter the numerator termsNK. In particular,
the numeratorN0 entering the CR-CCSDsTd formula is simi-
lar to the triples correction to CCSD energy exploited in the
standard CCSDsTd approximation. The numeratorN0 enter-
ing the CR-CCSDsTQd energy expression is similar to the
combined triples and quadruples correction defining the
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CCSDsTQfd approach. Thus, the main difference between
the standard CCSDsTd and CCSDsTQfd approaches on the
one hand and the CR-CCSDsTd and CR-CCSDsTQd methods
on the other hand is the presence of the denominatorD0 in
Eq. s1d, which does not enter the CCSDsTd and CCSDsTQfd
energy formulas. It is this denominator that renormalizes the
triples and quadruples corrections, which allows the CR-
CCSDsTd and CR-CCSDsTQd methods to improve upon the
failing of the standard CCSDsTd and CCSDsTQfd approaches
in the bond-breaking region.18–20

In analogy to the standard CCSDsTd and CCSDsTQfd
approaches, the CR-CCSDsTd, CR-EOMCCSDsTd, and CR-
CCSDsTQd methods are single-reference black-box schemes.
In particular, the numerator and denominator terms,NK and
DK, respectively, defining these methods are expressed in
terms of the singlysT1d and doublysT2d excited clusters
obtained in the standard CCSD calculations and, in the case
of excited-statesK.0d calculations, the zero-, one-, and
two-body components of the linear excitation operatorRK

that defines the excited-state wave function in the EOM-
CCSD ansatz. The straightforward relationship between the
standard and completely renormalized CCSDsTd and CCS-
DsTQd approaches implies that the computer costs of the
CR-CCSDsTd, CR-EOMCCSDsTd, and CR-CCSDsTQd cal-
culations are essentially identical to the costs of the standard
CCSDsTd and CCSDsTQfd calculations. Thus, in analogy to
the CCSDsTd approach, the CR-CCSDsTd and CR-
EOMCCSDsTd methods areno

3nu
4 procedures in the nonitera-

tive steps involving triples andno
2nu

4 procedures in the itera-
tive CCSD and EOMCCSD stepssno andnu are the numbers
of occupied and unoccupied orbitals, respectively, used in the
correlated calculationsd. More specifically, the CPU time re-
quired to calculate a triples correction to the CCSD or EOM-
CCSD energy of a givensground or excitedd electronic state
that defines one of the CR-CCSDsTd or CR-EOMCCSDsTd
approaches18,19,28,58is twice the CPU time required to calcu-
late the standardsTd correction of the ground-state CCSDsTd
theory. Similarly, in complete analogy to the noniterative
triples corrections, the costs of the CR-CCSDsTQd calcula-
tions are of the same type as the costs of the CCSDsTQfd
calculationsfrecall that CCSDsTQfd is anno

3nu
4 procedure in

the triples part and anno
2nu

5 procedure in the noniterative
steps involving quadruples33g. Again, all variants of the
CR-CCSDsTQd method18–20,24,25,27,28are twice as expensive
as the CCSDsTQfd approach in the steps involving the non-
iterative triples and quadruples corrections.

In this paper, we focus on the performance of variant III
of the CR-EOMCCSDsTd theory fthe CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III
approachg and its ground-state CR-CCSDsTd,III analog
described in Refs. 28 and 58. Other variants of the
CR-EOMCCSDsTd method described in Refs. 28 and 58,
particularly the CR-EOMCCSDsTd,ID approximation and its
ground-state CR-CCSDsTd,ID analog, provide similar re-
sults, which are not, therefore, reported here. The more sub-
stantial difference between the most complete variants of the
CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd theory, including the
CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III approximation ex-
amined in this work and the CR-CCSDsTd,ID/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,ID approach, and other CR-CCSDsTd/CR-

EOMCCSDsTd methods introduced in Refs. 28 and 58 is
their behavior in the vicinity of the avoided crossing involv-
ing theX 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states. We comment on this aspect

of the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd calculations in
Sec. III.

The CR-CCSDsTd,III and CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III ap-
proaches are somewhat more expensive than other CR-
CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd calculations, since the CPU
time required to calculate each triples correction is increased
by the iterativeno

2nu
4 steps of the single-reference CISD cal-

culations that are used, along with the CCSD/EOMCCSD
calculations, to determine the corrections due to triples.28,58

Our experience with various CR-CCSDsTd/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd methods shows than the CR-CCSDsTd,III ap-
proach is somewhat more accurate than the original
CR-CCSDsTd approximation,18,19 which can only be applied
to the ground-state problemfthe CR-CCSDsTd,III method
has a natural extension to excited states through the
CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III approach of Refs. 28 and 58g. A direct
comparison of the CR-CCSDsTd,III and CR-CCSDsTd re-
sults for the ground-state of C2 in Sec. III confirms this ob-
servation. In order to examine the effect of connected qua-
druples on the results for C2, we compare the CR-CCSDsTd
and CR-CCSDsTd,III results for theX 1Sg

+ state with those
obtained with the CR-CCSDsTQd approximation. Again,
several variants of the CR-CCSDsTQd method have been
formulated,18–20,24,25,27,28but our calculations for C2 do
not show significant differences among them. Thus, in our
discussion in Sec. III, we focus on variant “a”
of the CR-CCSDsTQd theory fthe CR-CCSDsTQd,a
methodg.20,24,25,27,28We have to limit our discussion of the
CR-CCSDsTQd calculations to theX 1Sg

+ state of C2, since
the extension of the CR-CCSDsTQd theory to excited states
has not been implemented yet.

All CR-CCSDsTd, CR-EOMCCSDsTd, and CR-
CCSDsTQd calculations reported in this paper as well as the
corresponding CCSD, EOMCCSD, CCSDsTd, and
CCSDsTQfd calculations, have been performed with the CC/
EOMCC modules described in Refs. 22, 58, 113, and 114
interfaced with theGAMESSsRef. 115d andACES II sRef. 116d
packages. In all CC/EOMCC calculations, the spin- and
symmetry-adapted ground-state RHF determinant was used
as a reference.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Full CI benchmarks

Full CI potential curves for theX 1Sg
+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg

+

states of C2 are presented in Fig. 1 using the data of Ref. 3.
The potential well for theX 1Sg

+ state is much deeper than
that of the other two states, which have similar energies. All
three states become energetically close aroundR=1.5 Å sR
is the C–C separationd and theB 1Dg state actually drops
below theX 1Sg

+ state around 1.7 Å. These two states remain
very close in energyswithin 3 kcal mol−1d as they approach
the dissociation limit. TheX 1Sg

+ and B8 1Sg
+ states form an

avoided crossing atR<1.7 Å sat R=1.7 Å, the two states
are separated by 10 kcal mol−1 onlyd and forR.1.7 Å, the
B8 1Sg

+ state begins to rise in energy relative to the other two,
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but it approaches them again at larger distances. All three
states approach the same asymptotic limit 2 Cs2s22p2 3Pd
and are virtually degeneratesto within 2.5 kcal mol−1d at R
=3.0 Å.

The ground state features a surprisingly large multirefer-
ence character even near equilibrium. AtR=1.25 Å sthe ex-
perimental equilibrium geometry isR=1.243 Åd, the coeffi-
cient of the primary configurationuscored2sg

22su
21px

21py
2l is

only 0.83, and the doubly excited configuration
uscored2sg

21px
21py

23sg
2l has a surprisingly large coefficient of

0.33. At this same geometry, theB 1Dg state is dominated by
uscored2sg

22su
21px

23sg
2l− uscored2sg

22su
21py

23sg
2l, while the

B8 1Sg
+ state has these two determinants dominant but with

the same sign. Thus, in the equilibrium region both excited
states are completely dominated by the 1pu

2→3sg
2 double

excitations relative to the primary configuration
uscored2sg

22su
21px

21py
2l, whereas the ground state has a sig-

nificantly quasidegenerate character involving the primary
configuration and the 2su

2→3sg
2 biexcited determinant.

The situation becomes even more complicated at
larger C–C separations. By 1.6 Å, the doubly excited
determinant uscored2sg

21px
21py

23sg
2l becomes much less

important to the ground-state wave function, and the other
two biexcited determinantsuscored2sg

22su
21px

23sg
2l and

uscored2sg
22su

21py
23sg

2l, which also dominate theB 1Dg and
B8 1Sg

+ states, are now much more important for the descrip-
tion of the X 1Sg

+ state. Roughly speaking, theB 1Dg and
B8 1Sg

+ states remain qualitatively similar to their form near
the ground-state equilibrium geometry. However, by 1.80 Å,
the B 1Dg state has dropped below theX 1Sg

+ state, and the
character of the two1Sg

+ states is reversed due to an avoided
crossing. This gives the ground state potential curve a rather
unusual shape which was not reproduced by any of the stan-
dard single-reference methods.3

In addition to the aforementioned configurations, several
of the most important configurations in the full CI wave
functions involve double excitations to the antibonding 1pg

orbitals. Thus it seems clear that the active space in multi-
reference wave functions should include the 2su, 1pu, 3sg,
1pg, and 3su orbitals. This accounts for the entire valence

space except for the 2sg orbital, which generally remains
doubly occupied in the most important electron configura-
tions. We explored some additional multireference computa-
tions in which the 2su orbital was left out of the active space.

B. Accuracy of CASSCF

Figure 1 presents CASSCF potential curves along with
the exact, full CI curves. The corresponding energy values
are given in Tables I–IIIssee Table I of Ref. 3 for the full CI
datad. State-averaged orbitals have been used for the two1Sg

+

states. CASSCF is designed to provide a good description of
electronic near degeneraciessnondynamical correlationd, but
it does not provide a reliable treatment of short-range dy-
namical correlation. Hence, the CASSCF energies are sig-
nificantly higher than the full CI energies. Nevertheless, Fig.
1 demonstrates that the qualitative features of all three states
are accurately represented by the CASSCF wave functions.
A more quantitative assessment is provided by Fig. 2, which
displays the error in the CASSCF curves vs full CI; because
a constant shift in the curve would not affect any chemical
properties, the most important issue is the flatness of the
error curves. None of the error curves are close to being flat:
the error for theX 1Sg

+ state shows significant changes at
intermediate distances, and the errors for theB 1Dg and
B8 1Sg

+ states are significantly larger at short distances than at
larger distances. Nevertheless, the CASSCF wave functions
clearly provide reasonable reference functions which might
be further improved by multireference models of dynamical
correlation. Indeed, the larger errors at short distances ob-
served for theB 1Dg andB8 1Sg

+ states are consistent with the
expectation that dynamical correlation should be larger at
these geometriessbecause electrons are closer togetherd. If
we quantify the flatness of the error curves by the NPE, we
obtain values of 5.4, 11.3, and 11.0 kcal mol−1 for theX 1Sg

+,
B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg

+ states, respectivelyssee Table IVd. These
NPEs are quite sizable, although they are all much smaller
than the NPE of 21.6 kcal mol−1 computed for theX 1Sg

+

state using the UHF CCSDsTd method, not to mention the
NPE of 61.3 kcal mol−1 obtained for this state with the RHF

FIG. 1. CASSCF and FCIsfull CI d potential curves for
the X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2.
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CCSDsTd approach3 scf. Table IVd. The standard single-
reference CC methods provide an accurate description of dy-
namical correlation, but they are incapable of describing
nondynamical correlation effects, which play a significant
role in reducing NPEs.

C. Accuracy of MRCI

As mentioned above, MRCI is a generally applicable
method which, in principle, can provide very accurate results
for almost any bond-breaking problem, as long as the com-
putations do not become prohibitively expensive. In the case

TABLE I. Total energiesshartreesd for the X 1Sg
+ state of C2 for various values of the internuclear separationRsC–Cd sÅd using the 6-31G* basis set.

RsC–Cd SA-CASSCF SA-CASPT2 MRCI CCSD CRsTd,III a CRsTdb CRsTQd ,ac

0.90 −75.200 369 −75.311 743 −75.314 659 −75.290 119 −75.310 307 −75.308 053 −75.310 362
0.95 −75.340 031 −75.451 828 −75.454 710 −75.430 310 −75.450 482 −75.448 178 −75.450 750
1.00 −75.440 478 −75.552 552 −75.555 407 −75.530 942 −75.551 201 −75.548 810 −75.551 666
1.05 −75.510 846 −75.622 890 −75.625 762 −75.601 021 −75.621 472 −75.618 974 −75.622 129
1.10 −75.558 190 −75.669 846 −75.672 810 −75.647 606 −75.668 349 −75.665 726 −75.669 186
1.15 −75.587 907 −75.698 918 −75.702 046 −75.676 225 −75.697 336 −75.694 576 −75.698 343
1.20 −75.604 189 −75.714 430 −75.717 769 −75.691 204 −75.712 736 −75.709 833 −75.713 904
1.25 −75.610 330 −75.719 774 −75.723 349 −75.695 935 −75.717 918 −75.714 871 −75.719 243
1.30 −75.608 922 −75.717 612 −75.721 437 −75.693 083 −75.715 526 −75.712 341 −75.717 011
1.35 −75.602 006 −75.710 037 −75.714 120 −75.684 744 −75.707 631 −75.704 328 −75.709 290
1.40 −75.591 196 −75.698 699 −75.703 053 −75.672 564 −75.695 864 −75.692 469 −75.697 723
1.50 −75.562 720 −75.669 696 −75.674 696 −75.641 556 −75.665 564 −75.662 083 −75.667 923
1.60 −75.530 897 −75.638 349 −75.644 491 −75.607 318 −75.631 897 −75.628 434 −75.634 860
1.70 −75.501 051 −75.610 619 −75.618 641 −75.574 160 −75.600 722 −75.595 835 −75.602 805
1.80 −75.477 669 −75.588 855 −75.597 900 −75.544 554 −75.582 601 −75.566 777 −75.574 140
1.90 −75.459 434 −75.570 557 −75.579 896 −75.519 837 −75.564 922 −75.542 662 −75.550 095
2.00 −75.443 952 −75.554 833 −75.564 150 −75.500 618 −75.548 233 −75.524 199 −75.531 169
2.20 −75.420 247 −75.530 793 −75.539 687 −75.478 125 −75.516 428 −75.503 863 −75.507 815
2.40 −75.405 657 −75.515 579 −75.524 032 −75.470 669 −75.499 728 −75.498 762 −75.497 839
2.60 −75.397 903 −75.506 703 −75.515 044 −75.469 410 −75.500 407 −75.499 276 −75.493 526
2.80 −75.394 093 −75.501 701 −75.510 178 −75.469 749 −75.502 627 −75.500 809 −75.490 992
3.00 −75.392 204 −75.498 879 −75.507 543 −75.470 279 −75.504 778 −75.502 163 −75.488 999

aThe CR-CCSDsTd,III approach of Ref. 58.
bThe CR-CCSDsTd approach of Refs. 18 and 19.
cThe CR-CCSDsTQd ,a approach of Ref. 20.

TABLE II. Total energiesshartreesd for the B 1Dg state of C2 for various values of the internuclear separationRsC–Cd sÅd using the 6-31G* basis set.

RsC–Cd CASSCF SA-CASPT2 MRCI EOMCCSD CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III

0.90 −74.893 331 −75.022 209 −75.025 398 −74.923 620 −75.013 169
0.95 −75.075 584 −75.202 397 −75.206 821 −75.106 101 −75.194 742
1.00 −75.212 794 −75.337 568 −75.343 207 −75.243 363 −75.331 441
1.05 −75.315 088 −75.437 989 −75.444 674 −75.345 438 −75.433 212
1.10 −75.390 288 −75.511 570 −75.519 046 −75.420 103 −75.507 921
1.15 −75.444 470 −75.564 363 −75.572 408 −75.473 413 −75.561 636
1.20 −75.482 382 −75.601 057 −75.609 519 −75.510 112 −75.599 097
1.25 −75.507 752 −75.625 341 −75.634 116 −75.533 931 −75.624 030
1.30 −75.523 521 −75.640 129 −75.649 152 −75.547 820 −75.639 363
1.35 −75.532 003 −75.647 725 −75.656 947 −75.554 113 −75.647 389
1.40 −75.535 020 −75.649 941 −75.659 328 −75.554 656 −75.649 893
1.50 −75.530 048 −75.643 602 −75.653 244 −75.544 028 −75.643 613
1.60 −75.516 606 −75.629 080 −75.638 904 −75.524 327 −75.628 935
1.70 −75.499 446 −75.611 105 −75.621 042 −75.500 808 −75.610 585
1.80 −75.481 343 −75.592 424 −75.602 394 −75.476 781 −75.591 009
1.90 −75.463 908 −75.574 614 −75.584 523 −75.454 314 −75.571 424
2.00 −75.448 079 −75.558 566 −75.568 312 −75.434 604 −75.552 505
2.20 −75.423 034 −75.533 262 −75.542 444 −75.404 752 −75.518 355
2.40 −75.407 258 −75.516 886 −75.525 515 −75.385 013 −75.490 553
2.60 −75.398 784 −75.507 299 −75.515 719 −75.371 184 −75.469 421
2.80 −75.394 618 −75.501 949 −75.510 444 −75.361 111 −75.455 525
3.00 −75.392 570 −75.498 970 −75.507 627 −75.353 777 −75.440 830
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of the C2 molecule, the small size of the system makes even
a second-order CI easily accessible. MRCI wave functions
have been computed using the CASSCF orbitals for the
B 1Dg state and SA-CASSCF orbitals for the two1Sg

+ states.
The MRCI potential curves are of very high quality, and we
do not present a figure of the total energies because they are
impossible to distinguish from the full CI energies. Instead,
we plot the errors vs full CI in Fig. 3. The actual MRCI
energies are provided in Tables I–III.

The MRCI errors are much smaller than the CASSCF
errors, and the error curves are also much flatter, with differ-
ences of less than 1 kcal mol−1 between the maximum and
minimum errors. Errors are somewhat larger at smaller dis-
tances, and the general behavior of the error is similar for
each of the three states. The NPEs in Table IV are 0.4, 0.6,

and 0.7 kcal mol−1 for the X 1Sg
+, B 1Dg, and B8 1Sg

+ states,
respectively. These NPEs are somewhat higher than our best
MRCI results for bond-breaking reactions in BH, CH4, and
HF sNPEs of 0.3 kcal mol−1 or lessd,65 but that is to be ex-
pected because the electronic structure of C2 is much more
complex. The reliability of MRCI is very satisfactory even
for this difficult test case. The high accuracy of the MRCI
results and the significant reduction of NPEs compared to the
underlying CASSCF calculations clearly illustrate the impor-
tance of a well-balanced description of the nondynamical
and dynamical correlation effects in studies of molecular po-
tential energy surfaces. CASSCF describes only the nondy-
namical correlation effects and this results in a significant
increase of errors and, what is perhaps most important, rela-
tively large NPE values compared to MRCI.

TABLE III. Total energiesshartreesd for the B8 1Sg
+ state of C2 for various values of the internuclear separationRsC–Cd sÅd using the 6-31G* basis set.

RsC–Cd SA-CASSCF SA-CASPT2 MRCI EOMCCSD CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III

0.90 −74.984 720 −75.112 772 −75.114 235 −75.060 845 −75.120 558
0.95 −75.132 145 −75.259 385 −75.261 307 −75.201 112 −75.265 143
1.00 −75.244 195 −75.370 171 −75.373 023 −75.303 995 −75.373 763
1.05 −75.329 841 −75.454 183 −75.458 303 −75.379 983 −75.455 960
1.10 −75.394 786 −75.517 397 −75.522 719 −75.436 717 −75.517 932
1.15 −75.442 826 −75.563 818 −75.570 064 −75.478 630 −75.563 614
1.20 −75.477 044 −75.596 588 −75.603 497 −75.508 204 −75.596 030
1.25 −75.500 169 −75.618 426 −75.625 809 −75.527 448 −75.617 766
1.30 −75.514 571 −75.631 675 −75.639 402 −75.538 295 −75.631 058
1.35 −75.522 236 −75.638 296 −75.646 272 −75.542 532 −75.637 784
1.40 −75.524 785 −75.639 888 −75.648 033 −75.541 711 −75.639 488
1.50 −75.519 434 −75.632 784 −75.641 011 −75.529 872 −75.632 589
1.60 −75.505 721 −75.617 228 −75.624 913 −75.510 561 −75.618 162
1.70 −75.487 174 −75.595 899 −75.602 356 −75.488 773 −75.599 216
1.80 −75.464 557 −75.571 686 −75.577 681 −75.467 574 −75.570 014
1.90 −75.442 230 −75.550 015 −75.556 017 −75.448 733 −75.545 667
2.00 −75.424 148 −75.532 769 −75.539 043 −75.433 102 −75.526 848
2.20 −75.402 242 −75.511 229 −75.518 365 −75.411 294 −75.505 502
2.40 −75.393 423 −75.501 453 −75.509 427 −75.397 887 −75.496 517
2.60 −75.390 336 −75.497 324 −75.505 820 −75.388 720 −75.479 074
2.80 −75.389 325 −75.495 541 −75.504 309 −75.382 197 −75.467 128
3.00 −75.389 046 −75.494 728 −75.503 640 −75.377 616 −75.459 577

FIG. 2. Errors in CASSCF potential curves for the
X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2.
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The high quality of these MRCI results is not often pos-
sible to achieve for larger molecules because the second-
order CI procedure is very expensive computationally. Vari-
ous schemes exist for reducing the costs of MRCI
computations, from internal contraction117 to neglecting ref-
erences with small weights. We briefly examined the CIS-
DfTQg wave function,118–120 which is a “class-selected”
MRCI wave function in which higher-than-quadruply substi-
tuted determinants are neglected along with determinants
which place more than two electrons outside the active
space. In CISDfTQg computations of the two1Sg

+ states
s87 415 determinantsd, the NPEs grow dramatically to
16 kcal mol−1 sX stated and 24 kcal mol−1 sB8 stated, suggest-
ing that this selection scheme is not robust enough to handle
the breaking of the double bond in the C2 molecule. The
performance of the CISDfTQg wave function is much better
for breaking single bonds in BH, HF, and CH4.

65

D. Accuracy of CASPT2

A somewhat more computationally affordable alternative
to MRCI is the CASPT2 approach. Using theMOLPRO sRef.

112d implementation of CASPT2 with state-averaged orbitals
for all three states, we obtain potential curves which are ap-
proximately parallel to the full CI curves and are shifted
slightly higher in energy. We omit a figure of these curves
because the near degeneracies beyond 1.6 Å make them hard
to distinguish. However, the error curves are plotted in Fig. 4
ssee Tables I–III for the corresponding total energiesd. Unlike
the MRCI errors of Fig. 3, which were largest at small dis-
tances, here the errors are greatest at intermediate or larger
distances. The NPEs in Table IV are 3.8, 3.6, and
4.0 kcal mol−1 for the X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, and B8 1Sg
+ states, re-

spectively. If we attempt to reduce the size of the active
space by making the 2sg orbital inactive, NPEs for the three
states grow to 8.1, 7.3, and 6.3 kcal mol−1, respectively, in-
dicating significant sensitivity to the choice of active space
for this difficult system. A more general exploration of the
sensitivity of CASPT2 and MRCI results to the choice of
active space has been presented previously.65,66 The NPEs
for CASPT2 are significantly improved over the NPEs for
CASSCF, but they are not nearly as good as the MRCI re-
sults. Nevertheless, this type of accuracy is probably suffi-

TABLE IV. Nonparallelity errorsskcal mol−1d vs full CI for three states of C2 using the 6-31G* basis set.

Method X 1Sg
+ B 1Dg B8 1Sg

+

sSAd-CASSCF 5.4 11.3 11.0
sSAd-CASSCF MRCI 0.4 0.6 0.7
SA-CASPT2 3.8 3.6 4.0
sEOMdCCSD 24.3 34.1 44.9
sEOMdCCSDa 24.2 20.7 22.5
sEOMdCCSDb 17.5 16.3 17.4
CR-sEOMdCCSDsTd,III 13.5 35.9 30.9
CR-sEOMdCCSDsTd,III a 8.4 3.8 7.5
CR-sEOMdCCSDsTd,III b 8.3 1.3 2.1
CR-sEOMdCCSDsTd,IIA 21.2 37.3 33.4
CR-sEOMdCCSDsTd,IIA a 19.9 16.6 10.3
CR-sEOMdCCSDsTd,IIA b 14.0 10.9 6.7
CCSDsTd 61.3
CCSDsTda 14.5
CCSDsTdb 11.4

aBased on the results in theR=1.0–2.0 Å region.
bBased on the results in theR=1.1–1.8 Å region.

FIG. 3. Errors in multireference CI potential curves for
the X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2.
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cient for many applications. The CASPT2 NPEs for C2 are
similar to those found for the much simpler cases of bond
breaking in BH, CH4, and HFs0.5–3.3 kcal mol−1d, indicat-
ing that the CASPT2 method is robust and does not degrade
significantly for molecules with greater degrees of nondy-
namical correlation.

We note that the CASPT2 method is a “diagonalize then
perturb,” single-state approach, which can have some diffi-
culties when states become nearly degenerate.121 In the
present case, the SA-CASSCFsand CASPT2d energies be-
come close at large distances because all three states corre-
late to the same asymptotic limit. Nevertheless, the present
CASPT2 energies appear to be reliable for the states and
geometries considered. The significant reduction of absolute
errorssfrom ca. 72–85 to 3–8 kcal mol−1d and NPEssfrom
ca. 5–11 to 4 kcal mol−1d compared to the underlying
CASSCF calculations shows that CASPT2 provides a rea-
sonably balanced description of the nondynamical and dy-
namical correlation effects, needed in calculations of mo-
lecular potential energy surfaces. As a result, all important
features of the three states of C2 examined in this paper are
correctly reproduced by the CASPT2 approach. In particular,
as in the full CI case, theB 1Dg state drops below theX 1Sg

+

state aroundR=1.7 Å. The energy separation between the
X 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states in the vicinity of the avoided cross-

ing at R<1.7 Å obtained with CASPT2, of 9 kcal mol−1, is
very similar to that obtained with the full CI method
s10 kcal mol−1d.

E. Accuracy of completely renormalized coupled-
cluster methods

Multireference methods, such as MRCI and CASPT2,
which are specifically designed to handle quasidegenerate
ground and excited states, work well for theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg,
and B8 1Sg

+ states of C2, eliminating the failures of single-
reference approaches discussed in the earlier paper,3 but we
must keep in mind that they are not as easy to use as the
single-reference methods and they can be prohibitively ex-
pensive, particularly when one has to use larger active orbital
spaces. The question arises if one can improve the results of

single-reference calculations for the complicatedX 1Sg
+,

B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2 without resorting to multiref-

erence techniques. This question is addressed in this section,
where we compare the results of the single-reference, black-
box, CR-CCSDsTd, CR-EOMCCSDsTd, and CR-CCSDsTQd
calculations employing the spin- and symmetry-adapted
RHF reference with full CI and multireference results.

Clearly, the CR-CCSDsTd, CR-EOMCCSDsTd, and CR-
CCSDsTQd methods, which are all based on the idea of add-
ing simple noniterative corrections due to triples or triples
and quadruples to CCSD or EOMCCSD energies, face a sig-
nificant challenge. This challenge is illustrated in Fig. 5sad,
where we compare the CCSD and EOMCCSD potential
curves for theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2 with the

corresponding full CI potentialssthe actual CCSD and EOM-
CCSD energies are given in Tables I–IIId. As one can see, the
CCSD and EOMCCSD potentials are not only characterized
by huge errors and large NPE valuesscf. the discussion be-
lowd; they are also qualitatively incorrect. For example, the
B 1Dg potential curve is shifted to higher energies so much
that it crosses theB8 1Sg

+ curve; this is completely wrong
since we know from the full CI calculations that theB 1Dg
curve should cross theX 1Sg

+ potential, not theB8 1Sg
+ curve.

The small,,10 kcal mol−1 energy gap corresponding to an
avoided crossing of theX 1Sg

+ and B8 1Sg
+ full CI states at

R<1.7 Å is absent in the CCSD/EOMCCSD results. Ac-
cording to the CCSD/EOMCCSD calculations, the closest
approach of theX 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ potentials should occur in

the R=2.0–2.2 Å region, where both states are separated by
more than 40 kcal mol−1. Again, this is completely incorrect,
showing that a large amount of nondynamical and dynamical
correlation is missing in the CCSD/EOMCCSD calculations.
The extremely poor performance of the standard EOMCCSD
approach for theB 1Dg andB8 1Sg

+ states of C2 confirms the
fact that EOMCCSD cannot describe excited-state potential
energy surfaces along bond-breaking coordinates and excited
states dominated by two-electron transitionssin this case, the
1pu

2→3sg
2 double excitations relative to the RHF determi-

nantd.
The CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III approach and its ground-state

FIG. 4. Errors in CASPT2 potential curves for the
X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, and B8 1Sg
+ states of C2 susing state-

averaged orbitals for all three statesd.
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CR-CCSDsTd,III variant improve the poor CCSD/
EOMCCSD results quite dramatically. This can be seen by
comparing the CCSD/EOMCCSD and full CI potential en-
ergy curves in Fig. 5sad with the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III potentials shown in Fig. 5sbd and by ana-
lyzing the errors in the CCSD/EOMCCSD and CR-
CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III results shown in Fig. 6
fthe actual CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III energies
are given in Tables I–IIIg. Although the CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III method cannot accurately describe the
B 1Dg andB8 1Sg

+ excited states in the asymptotic regionfthe
CR-CCSDsTd,III results for theX 1Sg

+ state seem to be con-
siderably better in this regiong, the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III results in theRø2.0 Å region are excel-
lent, particularly considering the single-reference black-box
nature and the relatively low cost of the CR-CCSDsTd,III/
CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III calculations and the challenge that the
electronic states of C2 create for such approaches. The CR-
CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III approach is capable of
restoring the crossing of theX 1Sg

+ and B 1Dg states, which
occurs at 1.62 Å, in reasonable agreement with full CI. It
also brings theX 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states much closer to each

other in theR=1.6–1.8 Å region, trying to mimic the exis-
tence of the avoided crossing between these two states that
the standard CCSD/EOMCCSD methods fail to describescf.
the end of this section for further remarksd.

The reasonable performance of the CR-CCSDsTd,III and
CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III methods can be seen if we analyze the
errors relative to full CIscf. Fig. 6d and the corresponding
NPE valuesssee Table IVd. If we ignore the asymptotic re-
gion, the unsigned errors in theRø2.0 Å region character-
izing the CR-CCSDsTd,III and CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III results
for the ground and excited states of C2 examined in this work
are quite small. The errors in the CR-CCSDsTd,III results for
the X 1Sg

+ state vary between 4.5 and 12.8 kcal mol−1. The
standard RHF CCSDsTd approach can lower these errors to
as little as 1.2 kcal mol−1 in the equilibrium region, but the
unsigned errors in the CCSDsTd results rapidly increase with
the C–C separation, to 14.7 kcal mol−1 at R=2.0 Å and
46.6 kcal mol−1 at R=3.0 Å. In consequence, the NPE value
characterizing the CR-CCSDsTd,III approximation
s13.5 kcal mol−1d is much lower than that obtained in the
RHF CCSDsTd calculationss61.3 kcal mol−1d. In fact, the
NPE value obtained with the RHF-based CR-CCSDsTd,III

FIG. 5. CCSD/EOMCCSD and FCIsfull CI d sad and
CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III sbd potential
curves for theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2.
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approach is also considerably smaller than that obtained with
the UHF CCSDsTd method s21.6 kcal mol−1; see Ref. 3d.
This shows once again that we may be better off by using
spin- and symmetry-adapted references of the RHF type in
single-reference calculations when potential energy curves
are examined. If we limit ourselves to theR=1.0–2.0 Å re-
gion, the NPE value obtained in the RHF CCSDsTd calcula-
tions reduces to 14.5 kcal mol−1, which is much better than
the 61.3 kcal mol−1 obtained in the entireR=0.9–3.0 Å re-
gion, but the CR-CCSDsTd,III approach continues to remain
a better method even in this case, producing the NPE of
8.4 kcal mol−1 ssee Table IVd.

We tried to examine if we could improve the NPE values
resulting from the CR-CCSDsTd,III calculations for the
X 1Sg

+ state further by incorporating the connected quadruply
excited clusters via the standard and completely renormal-
ized CCSDsTQd methodsssee Fig. 7 and Table Id, but neither
the standard CCSDsTQfd approximation nor the CR
-CCSDsTQd ,a method produced the small NPE values of the
CASPT2 or MRCI quality over a wide region of geometries
considered in this work. The NPE values characterizing the
CCSDsTQfd and CR-CCSDsTQd ,a methods are 21.5 and

18.2 kcal mol−1, respectively. The CR-CCSDsTQd ,a value
of NPE is actually somewhat worse than that obtained with
the CR-CCSDsTd,III approach. This is a consequence of the
fact that the CR-CCSDsTQd ,a approximation has been
developed20 by augmenting the original version of the CR-
CCSDsTd method of Refs. 18 and 19, which is less accurate
than the CR-CCSDsTd,III approach in the region of the in-
termediate R values fcf. the CR-CCSDsTd,III and CR-
CCSDsTd potential energy and error curves in Fig. 7g. This is
telling us that it may be useful to incorporate quadruples in
the CR-CCSDsTd,III scheme. On the other hand, the CR
-CCSDsTQd ,a approach significantly improves the potential
energy curve for theX 1Sg

+ state obtained in the standard
CCSDsTQfd calculations, which is located above the full CI
curve at shorter C–C distances while going<7 kcal mol−1

below the full CI curve at larger values ofR. The original
CR-CCSDsTd and CR-CCSDsTQd ,a approaches provide a
smoother description of theX 1Sg

+ state in the avoided cross-
ing region compared to the newer CR-CCSDsTd,III approxi-
mation of Ref. 58, but this is accomplished at the expense of
increasing the errors relative to full CI. Thus, we must con-

FIG. 6. Errors in CCSD/EOMCCSDsad and CR-
CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III sbd potential curves
for the X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2.
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clude at this time that while the CR-CCSDsTQd ,a approach
that describes the combined effect of triples and quadruples
provides a smoother and asymptotically correct potential
curve for theX 1Sg

+ state, the newer CR-CCSDsTd,III ap-
proximation, in which quadruples are ignored, is character-
ized by smaller errors and smaller NPE values, which are on
the same order of magnitude as those resulting from multi-
reference CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations.

Let us now discuss the errors and NPE values obtained
in the CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III calculations for theB 1Dg and
B8 1Sg

+ statesfsee Fig. 6sbdg. As already mentioned, the CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III approach has difficulties in describing the
asymptotic region in this case, which is a consequence of the
extremely poor description of theB 1Dg andB8 1Sg

+ states by
the underlying EOMCCSD method, but the CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III results in the somewhat narrowerR
ø2.0 Å region are excellent. For theB 1Dg state, the errors
in the CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III results in theRø2.0 Å region
vary between 7.5 and 11.4 kcal mol−1. Similar errors for the
B8 1Sg

+ state vary between −1.8 and 9.2 kcal mol−1. This
should be compared to the 63.9–85.3 kcal mol−1 and
35.7–73.4 kcal mol−1 errors obtained for theB 1Dg and

B8 1Sg
+ states, respectively, in theRø2.0 Å region with the

EOMCCSD approach. If we limit ourselves to theR
=1.0–2.0 Å region, the NPE value resulting from the CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III calculations for theB 1Dg state reduces to
3.8 kcal mol−1, which is a result of CASPT2 quality. For the
B8 1Sg

+ state, we obtain 7.5 kcal mol−1 in the same region. If
we focus on the spectroscopically importantR=1.1–1.8 Å
region, which is wide enough to include the minima on the
X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, and B8 1Sg
+ curves and the region of curve

crossing/avoided crossing, the NPE values resulting from the
CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III calculations are 1.3 kcal mol−1 for the
B 1Dg state and 2.1 kcal mol−1 for theB8 1Sg

+ state. Thus, the
CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III approach is capable of providing re-
sults of near-MRCI quality for these two states if the
asymptotic region is ignored. This is an important finding for
applications of the CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III method. Our cal-
culations show that this black-box approximation is capable
of providing results of CASPT2 or even near-MRCI quality
over a wide range of nuclear geometries for the very chal-
lengingB 1Dg andB8 1Sg

+ states of the C2 molecule. Similar
findings have been obtained earlier in studies of entire
excited-state potential curves of the “easier” CH+ and HF

FIG. 7. A comparison of the ground-state potential
curves obtained with the standard CCSDsTd and CCS-
DsTQd methods and their completely renormalized CR-
CCSDsTd, CR-CCSDsTd,III, and CR-CCSDsTQd,a ana-
logs with the exact, FCIsfull CI d curve: sad potential
energy curves,sbd errors relative to FCI.
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molecules, and vertical and adiabatic excitations in ozone
and other small systems,28,58 but this is the first time when
we have used the CR-EOMCCSDsTd methodology to exam-
ine larger portions of excited-state potentials involving ex-
tremely large configurational quasidegeneracy effects, which
can normally only be handled by sophisticated multirefer-
ence approaches.

The problem that will have to be addressed in the future
is that the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III calcula-
tions bring the nearly degenerateX 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states too

close to each other, so that they become virtually degenerate.
Careful examination of the avoided crossing region suggests
that the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III method
makes the X 1Sg

+ and B8 1Sg
+ states degenerate atR

<1.69 Å; at R=1.69 Å, the energy gap between theX 1Sg
+

and B8 1Sg
+ states resulting from the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-

EOMCCSDsTd,III calculations is only 0.1 kcal mol−1. This
problem is indicative of the difficulties that all noniterative
single-reference CC/EOMCC methods, using elements of
perturbation theory to estimate higher-order effects, have
with the avoided crossings involving states of the same sym-
metry scf. Ref. 122 for a discussiond. In fact, this problem is
not uncommon to high-level MRCI methods, which have
difficulties with describing avoided crossings with small en-
ergy gaps once the Davidson corrections are added to MRCI
energies. The genuine multireference methods or the iterative
multireference-like EOMCC approximations, such as the
active-space EOMCCSDt approach,53–55 combined with ap-
propriate orbital optimization techniquesssuch as CASSCFd
may be the only practical approaches that can handle very
small energy gaps between states of the same symmetry,
while providing accurate results in other regions of potential
energy surfaces. It is also possible that the combination of
the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III method with
suitable orbital optimization techniques may alleviate the
problem of describing the small energy gap between the
X 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states observed in our calculations, but we

are unable to perform such computations at this time. We
have, however, examined the behavior of different variants
of the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd theory proposed in
Refs. 28 and 58 in the vicinity of the avoided crossing in-
volving theX 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states of C2. Our analysis in-

dicates that the most complete CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III and CR-CCSDsTd,ID/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,ID approaches, which are also the overall
most accurate CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd approxima-
tions, behave in a very similar way, bringing theX 1Sg

+ and
B8 1Sg

+ states too close to each other, as described above. In
these two methods, the perturbative triples amplitudes defin-
ing the approximate forms of the three-body components of
the cluster operatorT and linear excitation operatorRK,
which are used to determine the noniterative triples correc-
tions to CCSD/EOMCCSD energies, are calculated using the
diagonal elements of the triples-triples block of the matrix
representing the HamiltonianH or the EOMCCSD

similarity-transformed HamiltonianH̄.28,58 These diagonal

matrix elements,kFi jk
abcuHuFi jk

abcl or kFi jk
abcuH̄uFi jk

abcl, respec-
tively, are used in the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-

EOMCCSDsTd,III and CR-CCSDsTd,ID/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,ID methods, instead of the more usual
perturbation theory denominatorss«a+«b+«c−«i −« j −«kd
defined in terms of orbital energy differences, to improve the
accuracy of the CR-EOMCCSDsTd results for excited
states.58 If we replace the diagonal matrix elements

kFi jk
abcuHuFi jk

abcl or kFi jk
abcuH̄uFi jk

abcl in the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd energy expressions by the orbital energy dif-
ferencess«a+«b+«c−«i −« j −«kd, as is done in variants IA
and IIA of the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd theory28,58

falso, in the original ground-state CR-CCSDsTd
approach18,19g, the avoided crossing involving theX 1Sg

+ and
B8 1Sg

+ states is described much better than in the CR-
CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III and CR-CCSDsTd,ID/
CR-EOMCCSDsTd,ID cases, although none of the CR-
CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd methods can provide a good
description of the asymptotic region. This is illustrated in
Fig. 8, using the CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,IIA
results as an example. As shown in Fig. 8sad, the problem of
the unphysical degeneracy of theX 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ states at

R<1.69 Å and the resulting nonsmooth behavior of the cor-
responding potential energy curves created by the CR-
CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III method is eliminated by
the CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,IIA approxima-
tion. According to the CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,IIA calculations, the closest approach of the
X 1Sg

+ andB8 1Sg
+ potentials occurs atR<2.0 Å, where both

states are separated by 13 kcal mol−1, in reasonable agree-
ment with ,10 kcal mol−1 obtained wth full CI. The prob-
lem is that the overall accuracy of the CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,IIA results, including errors relative to full CI
and NPE values, is not as high as the accuracy of the CR-
CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III results fcf. Figs. 6sbd
and 8sbd and Table IVg, although all variants of the CR-
CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd theory provide considerable
improvements in the poor EOMCCSD results. In particular,
the B 1Dg curve resulting from the CR-EOMCCSDsTd,IIA
calculations lies somewhat too high and does not cross the
correspondingX 1Sg

+ curve, as it should do according to the
CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III and full CI calcula-
tions. Thus, the simplified CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd
methods, such as CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,IIA,
which use the orbital energy differencess«a+«b+«c−«i −« j

−«kd rather than the diagonal matrix elementskFi jk
abcuHuFi jk

abcl
or kFi jk

abcuH̄uFi jk
abcl to define the perturbation theory denomina-

tors for triples energy corrections, provide a smooth and rea-
sonably accurate description of the avoided crossing involv-
ing the X 1Sg

+ and B8 1Sg
+ states, and significant

improvements in the results relative to the underlying EOM-
CCSD approach, but this is done at the expense of loosing
the high accuracy observed in the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,III calculations. The above analysis indicates
that it may be possible to obtain an accurate description of
the challenging avoided crossings involving states of the
same symmetry, including the avoided crossing of theX 1Sg

+

and B8 1Sg
+ states of C2, with the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-

EOMCCSDsTd methodology if we choose the right form of
the perturbation theory denominators that enter the CR-
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CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd triples corrections, but one has
to develop better schemes than CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,IIA in order to match the high accuracy ob-
tained with the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III ap-
proximation. As the results for theX 1Sg

+ and B 1Dg states
indicate, the CR-CCSDsTd,III/CR-EOMCCSDsTd,III method
has no problem with describing the curve crossings involv-
ing states of different symmetries and, in fact, we have pre-
liminary numerical evidencesusing the low-lying states of
ammonia as an exampled showing that the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd methods of Ref. 58 have no difficulty with
describing the avoided crossings that emerge from the true
curve crossings as a result of symmetry lowering.123

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A previous study3 has shown that theX 1Sg
+, B 1Dg, and

B8 1Sg
+ states of C2 are tremendously challenging for single-

reference electronic structure methods, even those incorpo-
rating very extensive treatments of electron correlation such
as UHF CCSDsTd or CISDTQ. This difficulty is due to the
presence of near degeneracies among the electron configura-

tions all along the potential curves. Here we have examined
the reliability of two types of theoretical approaches which
are designed to improve the results in such situations: mul-
tireference methods and single-reference completely renor-
malized CC/EOMCC theories.

Multireference computations were based on CASSCF
reference functions, which provide qualitatively correct de-
scriptions of the three potential curves. When the CASSCF
reference is improved via MRPT or MRCI techniques, the
potential curves accurately mimic the exact full CI results.
The CASPT2 version of MRPT demonstrated NPEs of
3–4 kcal mol−1, which are similar65,66 to those for bond-
breaking reactions in BH, CH4, HF, H2O, and N2. Very ex-
tensive MRCI wave functions yielded even smaller NPEs of
0.4–0.7 kcal mol−1, which is again comparable to the NPEs
observed in other systems when the active space is
well-chosen.65,66 This demonstrates that the CASPT2 and
MRCI methods are robust even to the curve crossings and
severe near degeneracies encountered in C2.

A more black-box approach, employing the single-
reference CR-CC/CR-EOMCC methodology, was also ap-
plied to C2 to assess its performance compared to the more

FIG. 8. Results of the CR-CCSDsTd,IIA/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd,IIA calculations for theX 1Sg

+, B 1Dg,
andB8 1Sg

+ states of C2: sad potential energy curves,sbd
errors relative to full CI.
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intricate sand harder to used multireference methods. This
represents the first application of these methods to a chal-
lenging situation involving curve crossings among ground-
and excited-state potential energy curves of a multiply
bonded system. The CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd ap-
proach dramatically improves upon the underlying CCSD/
EOMCCSD potentials, which do not have the correct quali-
tative relationships with one another. However, it remains a
single-reference theory, and it ultimately has difficulty near
the dissociation limit. On the other hand, for all internuclear
separationsR from the R=1.1–1.8 Å region, the quality of
the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-EOMCCSDsTd potentials approaches
that of CASPT2 or MRCI, particularly for the excited states;
the NPEs characterizing the CR-CCSDsTd/CR-
EOMCCSDsTd results in this region are 8.3, 1.3, and
2.1 kcal mol−1 for the X 1Sg

+, B 1Dg, and B8 1Sg
+ states, re-

spectively. This demonstrates that, for a wide range of geom-
etries, the relatively simple noniterative CR-CC/CR-
EOMCC approximations can be a reasonable alternative to
the more sophisticated multireference methods even for a
very difficult system such as the C2 molecule.
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